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My Side of the Mountain
For Kivrin, preparing an on-site study of one of the
deadliest eras in humanity's history was as simple as
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receiving inoculations against the diseases of the
fourteenth century and inventing an alibi for a woman
traveling alone. For her instructors in the twenty-first
century, it meant painstaking calculations and careful
monitoring of the rendezvous location where Kivrin
would be received. But a crisis strangely linking past
and future strands Kivrin in a bygone age as her
fellows try desperately to rescue her. In a time of
superstition and fear, Kivrin -- barely of age herself -finds she has become an unlikely angel of hope
during one of history's darkest hours. Five years in
the writing by one of science fiction's most honored
authors, Doomsday Book is a storytelling triumph.
Connie Willis draws upon her understanding of the
universalities of human nature to explore the ageless
issues of evil, suffering and the indomitable will of the
human spirit. From the Paperback edition.

Philip Allan Literature Guide (for GCSE):
Animal Farm
If you’re looking for an explanation of Animal Farm’s
themes, plot points, character actions and
motivations, plus discussions of George Orwell’s
unique literary style and point of view, reach for the
Literature Made Easy Series. This enlightening guide
uses meaningful text, extensive illustrations and
imaginative graphics to make this novel clearer,
livelier, and more easily understood than ordinary
literature plot summaries. An unusual feature, "Mind
Map" is a diagram that summarizes and interrelates
the most important details about Animal Farm that
students need to understand. Appropriate for middle
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and high school students.

Animal Farm
"Should appeal to all rugged individualists who dream
of escape to the forest."—The New York Times Book
Review Sam Gribley is terribly unhappy living in New
York City with his family, so he runs away to the
Catskill Mountains to live in the woods—all by himself.
With only a penknife, a ball of cord, forty dollars, and
some flint and steel, he intends to survive on his own.
Sam learns about courage, danger, and independence
during his year in the wilderness, a year that changes
his life forever. “An extraordinary book . . . It will be
read year after year.” —The Horn Book

Shakespeare's Freedom
A Study Guide, Reading Journal, and Annotation Guide
for Animal Farm which features over 110 pages of
guided activities, diagrams, visual organizers, notetaking exercises, and essential questions! DIY Study
Guides are the ultimate way to LEARN, MASTER, and
ENJOY reading a new book and conquering difficult
material! This book also doubles as a classroom guide
and activity book for students and teachers. This
study guide for Animal Farm is up to date with Next
Generation, 21st Century, and Common Core skill
requirements and features sections aimed at citing
evidence from the text. It is the perfect companion to
introducing literature in any classroom, practicing
strong reading skills, and guiding your journey
through the book!Master the material and ace any
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assignment with this innovative study guide series.
This book is perfect for both students and teachers, as
it produces true mastery of content knowledge and
book details. Other study guides for Animal Farm
simply give basic details of the novel, meaning that
students read over material without digesting or
learning it. Other study guides take complex themes,
concepts, and information and just regurgitate it to
readers. But, this Study Guide for Animal Farm is
different. Using the original text as a guide, you will
learn to cite evidence from the text in order to
complete and reflect on your reading. Readers will
self-generate additional notes within the structure
provided by this Study Guide.Designed by a veteran
educator, this study guide for Animal Farm GUIDES
the learner to discovering the answers for
themselves, creating a fully detailed study guide in
the user's own words. Filled with guided reading
activities, students are able to fill this guidebook with
their own information. If you read it, write it, and
reflect on it, you will learn it!Teachers: Besides being
a great lesson plan or activity resource, you can also
purchase a set of these books (or one book and make
copies) for your entire class. It makes the perfect
guided reading activity for Animal Farm and will teach
students how to internalize the reading, note taking,
and learning process that advanced readers naturally
perform. These make the perfect workbook to keep
your class engaged and learning!

Animal Farm
A Study Guide for George Orwell's "Animal Farm,"
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excerpted from Gale's acclaimed Novels for
Students.This concise study guide includes plot
summary; character analysis; author biography; study
questions; historical context; suggestions for further
reading; and much more. For any literature project,
trust Novels for Students for all of your research
needs.

Animal Farm
This English literature revision guide for GCSE English
students discusses George Orwell's Animal Farm. It
features mind maps which summarize the entire
work, icons, symbols, diagrams, cartoons and
storyboards. This guide is exclusive to WHSmith until
further notice.

Animal Farm (ENHANCED eBook)
George Orwell’s triumphant first novel. Informed by
his experiences as a police officer in Burma, the novel
paints a vivid portrait of the waning days of British
imperial rule, and the racism and corruption that ran
rampant. It centres on John Flory, a European
businessman in colonial Burma, disenfranchised by
the bigotry he sees around him and his persistent
feeling of being out of place. When he meets
Elizabeth Lackersteen, a beautiful, sensitive young
woman, he thinks he has found a kindred spirit, but
the picture of her in his mind may not prove to match
the real person. Penguin Random House Canada is
proud to bring you classic works of literature in ebook form, with the highest quality production values.
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Find more today and rediscover books you never
knew you loved.

Animal Farm with Connections
The Story of Ferdinand
CliffsNotes on Orwell's Animal Farm
Philip Allan Literature Guides (for GCSE) provide examfocused analysis of popular set texts to give students
the very best chance of achieving the highest grades
possible. This full colour text provides - a thorough
commentary, outlining the plot and structure and
exploring the themes, style, characters and context of
the text; exemplar A*- and C-grade answers to examstyle questions; the assessment objectives for each
exam board, highlighting the specific skills that
students need to develop; 'Grade booster' boxes with
tips on how to move between grades; and Key
quotations to memorise and use in the exams

A Modest Proposal
"You can live on a shilling a day in Paris if you know
how. But it is a complicated business." As a struggling
writer in his twenties, Orwell lived as a down-and-out
among the poorest members of society. In this, his
early memoir, Orwell recalls with vivid clarity his time
working as a penniless dishwasher in Paris, pawning
clothes to buy a day's worth of bread and wine,
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sleeping in bug-infested bunks, trading survival skills
and cigarette butts with fellow tramps, and trudging
between London's workhouse spikes for a few hours'
sleep and tea. With all of the sensitivity and
compassion that Orwell is known and loved for, he
exposed the hardships of poverty and gave readers
an unprecedented look at life lived on the fringes of
society. This vivid account is an enduring call to
support the world's most vulnerable people and
exemplifies his belief that 'The greatest of evils and
the worst of crimes is poverty.'

A Guide to Animal Farm
Don't want to read the actual book? Tired of reading
super long reviews? This new study guide is perfect
for you!! This study guide provides a short and
concise review guide of Animal Farm by George
Orwell. The guide includes: · A short summary of the
entire novel · The major themes and their relationship
to the storyline · A character guide with brief details
on each role · Bullet-point chapter reviews that go
into more detail than the book summary · A few
potential essay topics with possible answers. All of
this in-depth study guide is designed to make
studying more efficient and fun. Stay tuned for our
upcoming updates that will include additional quiz
questions, audio guides and more tools that will help
you easily learn and prepare for school. Need help or
have suggestions for us? Email us at
info@totalgroupmobile.com and we will get back to
you as soon as possible. @TheTotalGroup
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Walden Two
Animal Farm
Animal Farm
First Edition - No longer available

Animal Farm
George Orwell (born Eric Arthur Blair), was one of the
most prolific English authors of the 20th century.
Animal Farm is one of his most celebrated works.

Animal Farm Study Guide and Student
Workbook
George Orwell set out ‘to make political writing into
an art’, and to a wide extent this aim shaped the
future of English literature – his descriptions of
authoritarian regimes helped to form a new
vocabulary that is fundamental to understanding
totalitarianism. While 1984 and Animal Farm are
amongst the most popular classic novels in the
English language, this new series of Orwell’s essays
seeks to bring a wider selection of his writing on
politics and literature to a new readership. In Why I
Write, the first in the Orwell’s Essays series, Orwell
describes his journey to becoming a writer, and his
movement from writing poems to short stories to the
essays, fiction and non-fiction we remember him for.
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He also discusses what he sees as the ‘four great
motives for writing’ – ‘sheer egoism’, ‘aesthetic
enthusiasm’, ‘historical impulse’ and ‘political
purpose’ – and considers the importance of keeping
these in balance. Why I Write is a unique opportunity
to look into Orwell’s mind, and it grants the reader an
entirely different vantage point from which to
consider the rest of the great writer’s oeuvre. 'A
writer who can – and must – be rediscovered with
every age.' — Irish Times

Writing Without Rules
Gcse English Text Guide - Animal Farm
A beautiful graphic adaptation of George Orwell's
timeless and timely allegorical novel. "All animals are
equal, but some animals are more equal than others."
In 1945, George Orwell, called "the conscience of his
generation," created an enduring, devastating story
of new tyranny replacing old, and power corrupting
even the noblest of causes. Today it is all too clear
that Orwell's masterpiece is still fiercely relevant
wherever cults of personality thrive, truths are twisted
by those in power, and freedom is under attack. Now,
in this fully authorized edition, the artist Odyr
translates the world and message of Animal Farm into
a gorgeously imagined graphic novel. Old Major,
Napoleon, Squealer, Snowball, Boxer, and all the
animals of Animal Farm come to life in this newly
envisaged classic. From his individual brushstrokes to
the freedom of his page design, Odyr's adaptation
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seamlessly moves between satire and fable and will
appeal to all ages, just as Orwell intended.

The Sirens of Titan
Analyzes the historical context of "Animal Farm" and
examines Orwell's political allegory in relation to
Marxism, the Russian Revolution, and the Cold War.

Animal Farm: Insight Text Guide (Large
Print 16pt)
Animal Farm is designed to help secondary English
students understand and analyse the text. This
comprehensive study guide to George Orwell's
novella contains detailed character and chapter
analysis and explores genre, structure, themes and
language. Essay questions and sample answers help
to prepare students for creating written responses to
the text.

Novel Guide for Animal Farm by George
Orwell
Philip Allan Literature Guides (for GCSE) provide examfocused analysis of popular set texts to give students
the very best chance of achieving the highest grades
possible. Designed to be used throughout the course
or as revision before the exam, this full colour text
provides: - a thorough commentary, outlining the plot
and structure and exploring the themes, style,
characters and context of the text - exemplar A*- and
C-grade answers to exam-style questions, with
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examiner's comments, exam and essay-writing advice
- the assessment objectives for each exam board,
highlighting the specific skills that students need to
develop - 'Grade booster' boxes with tips on how to
move between grades - 'Pause for thought' boxes to
make students consider their own opinions on the text
- Key quotations to memorise and use in the exams
AND free access to a website with further revision
aids, including interactive quizzes, blogs, a forum for
students to share their ideas, useful web links, plus
additional exam-style questions and answers with
examiner's comments and expert advice.

Philip Allan Literature Guide for GCSE: Of
Mice and Men
DIY Study Guide: Animal Farm: Study
Guide, Reading Journal, & Annotation
Guide
Insight Study Guides are written by experts and cover
a range of popular literature, plays and films.
Designed to provide insight and an overview about
each text for students and teachers, these guides
endeavor to develop knowledge and understanding
rather than just provide answers and summaries.

Animal Farm (MAXNotes Literature
Guides)
A Modest Proposal is a satirical essay written and
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published by Jonathan Swift. Swift suggests that the
impoverished Irish might ease their economic troubles
by selling their children as food for rich gentlemen
and ladies. This satirical hyperbole mocks heartless
attitudes towards the poor, as well as Irish policy in
general. In English writing, the phrase "a modest
proposal" is now conventionally an allusion to this
style of straight-faced satire. Swift goes to great
lengths to support his argument, including a list of
possible preparation styles for the children, and
calculations showing the financial benefits of his
suggestion. He uses methods of argument throughout
his essay which lampoon the then-influential William
Petty and the social engineering popular among
followers of Francis Bacon. These lampoons include
appealing to the authority of "a very knowing
American of my acquaintance in London" and "the
famous Psalmanazar, a native of the island Formosa."
This essay is widely held to be one of the greatest
examples of sustained irony in the history of the
English language. Much of its shock value derives
from the fact that the first portion of the essay
describes the plight of starving beggars in Ireland, so
that the reader is unprepared for the surprise of
Swift's solution when he states, "A young healthy
child well nursed, is, at a year old, a most delicious
nourishing and wholesome food, whether stewed,
roasted, baked, or boiled; and I make no doubt that it
will equally serve in a fricassee, or a ragout." Readers
unacquainted with its reputation as a satirical work
often do not immediately realize that Swift was not
seriously proposing cannibalism and infanticide. The
satirical element of the pamphlet is often only
understood after the reader notes the allusions made
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by Swift to the attitudes of landlords, such as the
following: "I grant this food may be somewhat dear,
and therefore very proper for Landlords, who as they
have already devoured most of the Parents, seem to
have the best Title to the Children." Swift extends the
conceit to get in a few jibes at England's
mistreatment of Ireland, noting that "For this kind of
commodity will not bear exportation, and flesh being
of too tender a consistence, to admit a long
continuance in salt, although perhaps I could name a
country, which would be glad to eat up our whole
nation without it."

Down and Out in Paris and London
"Are you looking for a fresh take on tackling the
challenge of writing a successful novel and building
your career? No matter your writing level, this book
will reveal to you the unconventional, fresh
approaches to writing and selling the novel of your
dreams"--Publisher's description.

Why I Write
Animal Farm, George Orwell
An overview of the work features a biographical
sketch of the author, a list of characters, a summary
of the plot, and critical and analytical views of the
work.

Philip Allan Literature Guide for GCSE:
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Lord of the Flies
REA's MAXnotes for George Orwell's Animal Farm
MAXnotes offer a fresh look at masterpieces of
literature, presented in a lively and interesting
fashion. Written by literary experts who currently
teach the subject, MAXnotes will enhance your
understanding and enjoyment of the work. MAXnotes
are designed to stimulate independent thought about
the literary work by raising various issues and thoughtprovoking ideas and questions. MAXnotes cover the
essentials of what one should know about each work,
including an overall summary, character lists, an
explanation and discussion of the plot, the work's
historical context, illustrations to convey the mood of
the work, and a biography of the author. Each chapter
is individually summarized and analyzed, and has
study questions and answers.

Critical Essays
Philip Allan Literature Guides (for GCSE) provide examfocused analysis of popular set texts to give students
the very best chance of achieving the highest grades
possible. Designed to be used throughout the course
or as revision before the exam, this full colour text
provides: - a thorough commentary, outlining the plot
and structure and exploring the themes, style,
characters and context of the text - exemplar A*- and
C-grade answers to exam-style questions, with
examiner's comments, exam and essay-writing advice
- the assessment objectives for each exam board,
highlighting the specific skills that students need to
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develop - 'Grade booster' boxes with tips on how to
move between grades - 'Pause for thought' boxes to
make students consider their own opinions on the text
- Key quotations to memorise and use in the exams
AND free access to a website with further revision
aids, including interactive quizzes, blogs, a forum for
students to share their ideas, useful web links, plus
additional exam-style questions and answers with
examiner's comments and expert advice.

Night Sparknotes Literature Guide
The Doomsday Book
Suggests activities to be used in the classroom to
accompany the reading of Animal Farm.

Twenty-five Cent Dinners for Families of
Six
Originally published: New York: Viking Press, 1936.

Animal Farm Literature Guide
When Winston Niles Rumfoord flies his spaceship into
a chrono-synclastic infundibulum he is converted into
pure energy and only materializes when his
waveforms intercept Earth or some other planet. As a
result, he only gets home to Newport, Rhode Island,
once every fifty-nine days and then only for an hour.
But at least, as a consolation, he now knows
everything that has ever happened and everything
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that ever will be. He knows, for instance, that his wife
is going to Mars to mate with Malachi Constant, the
richest man in the world. He also knows that on Titan
-- one of Saturn's moons -- is an alien from the planet
Tralfamadore, who has been waiting 200,000 years
for a spare part for his grounded spacecraft

Burmese Days
This is an idea book. It was designed for you, the
literature teacher, as a time-saver that brings
together key ideas, background information, and
suggestions for teaching the novel successfully.
Choose from the suggestions in the book to suit your
style; adapt and expand on activities as they suit your
students. Above all, this book is meant to be a tool to
assist you in intensifying your students' involvement
with the text and with the way literature helps to
make sense of our world.

Understanding Animal Farm
With the elegance and verve for which he is well
known, Greenblatt, author of the bestselling "Will in
the World," shows that Shakespeare was strikingly
averse to such absolutes as scripture, monarch, and
God, and constantly probed the possibility of freedom
from them.

A Study Guide for George Orwell's
Animal Farm
The Holocaust.
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Animal Farm Teacher Guide
Animal Farm
The original CliffsNotes study guides offer expert
commentary on major themes, plots, characters,
literary devices, and historical background. The latest
generation of titles in this series also features
glossaries and visual elements that complement the
classic, familiar format. The animals in CliffsNotes on
The Animal Farm reflect different kinds of humans
and their struggles for freedom and power. Orwell felt
that a farm where "All Animals Are Equal" would solve
many social and economic problems—but he also
knew that such a system would be difficult to
maintain. Find out what happens on the farm when
some of the animals act on the principle that "Some
Are More Equal Than Others." You'll also gain insight
into the life and political views of the author, George
Orwell. Other features that help you study include
Character analyses of major players A character map
that graphically illustrates the relationships among
the characters Critical essays A review section that
tests your knowledge A Resource Center full of books,
articles, films, and Internet sites Classic literature or
modern-day treasure—you'll understand it all with
expert information and insight from CliffsNotes study
guides.

Animal Farm
A reprint of the 1976 Macmillan edition. This fictional
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outline of a modern utopia has been a center of
controversy ever since its publication in 1948. Set in
the United States, it pictures a society in which
human problems are solved by a scientific technology
of human conduct.
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